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The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996
u
u
u

u

u

HIPAA amends the Social Security Act
Initial impact: portability of health insurance
Responds to concerns about the privacy of
electronically stored and transmitted health
records
Responds to rapid technological advances and
opportunity to reduce healthcare transaction
costs using EDI
Congressional humor: “Administrative
Simplification”

HIPAA’s Components
• National Provider Identifier (Final Rule June, 2000)
• National Employer Identifier
• 9 Transaction & Code Sets (Final Rule August, 2000)
• Privacy Standards (December 22, 2000 637 pages in Federal Register)
• Security Standards (Proposed August
1998 - 49 pages in Federal Register - final
rules expected in March-April-May?)
• Missing: National Patient Identifier

HIPAA’s 9 Transaction Sets
6 First report of injury

(delayed)
6
Eligibility for a
health plan
6
Healthcare claim
attachment (delayed)
6
Healthcare claim
status
6
Referral
certification and
authorization

6

Premium payments
6
Enrollment or
disenrollment in a health
plan
6
Claim payment &
remittance advice
6
Healthcare claim or
encounter

HIPAA Final Privacy Rules
Federal Register, December 28, 2000
– “Effective” February 26, 2001
– Enforced starting February 26, 2003

Very long and very complicated
– Rules plus commentary: 367 pages
– Rules alone: 31 pages

How are the rules organized?
– For each topic: a general rule
– Many exceptions (flexibility - attempts to
capture current practice)

HIPAA Security and Privacy
Best way to master the rules?
u

Place in context - understand relationships
Security Rules to Privacy Rules
u Enforcement
u

u
u
u

u

Use principal definitions as anchors
Understand rules’ philosophy
Identify basic mechanisms that implement
this philosophy
Realize that the devil is in the details (i.e., the
exceptions are very important)

An epidemic of complexity!

Privacy Rules - Background
1. In 1996, in HIPAA, Congress gave itself 42 months to
pass medical records privacy legislation
2. Otherwise, HHS would adopt final regulations in 6
months
3. Congress missed its deadline
4. HHS proposed privacy regulations in November 3,
1999
5. 50,000 + comments filed
6. February 21, 2000 deadline for HHS final privacy
regulations - missed
7. HHS released final privacy regulations on December
22, 2000 (published 6 days later in Federal Register)

HIPAA Context

The Fear
Once patients’ records are stored
electronically on networks, a
couple of clicks can transmit
those records all over the world!
Subsidiary Motivations
Loss of personal control over personal information
Anger at constant barrage of marketing messages

HIPAA’s Relationship to State Law
Generally
preempts
inconsistent
state law

Gray
areas

Seeks to
preserve
state
enforcement

HIPAA Security and Privacy Rules
• Jurisdiction (§160.102):
u

Provider (or agent for provider), health plan or clearinghouse (a
“covered entity”) who:
u Transmits health information in electronic form
u “In connection with” a “standard transaction”

• Once there is jurisdiction u

The HIPAA rules apply: Security, Privacy, Transaction Sets, etc.

• Definition of “protected health information” (§164.501)
u

u

u

Oral or recorded, maintained, or transmitted in any form or
medium
Created or received by provider, payor, clearinghouse (a “covered
entity”)
Relating to an identified individual’s past, present, or future
u
u
u

Physical or mental health or condition, or
Provision of health care, or
Payment for provision of health care (past, present, future)

HIPAA - Statutory Standard
“Each person … who maintains or transmits health
information shall maintain reasonable and appropriate
administrative, technical, and physical safeguards -(A) to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the
information; and
(B) to protect against any reasonably anticipated
(i) threats or hazards to the security or integrity of the
information; and
(ii) unauthorized uses or disclosures of the information;
and
(C) otherwise to ensure compliance with this part by the
officers and employees of such person.”

The Ratcheting Legal Standard
The T.J. Hooper case
6 New Jersey coast (1928) - storm comes up,
tug loses barge and cargo of coal
6 Plaintiff barge owner: captain was negligent
because he had no weather radio
6 Learned Hand, J.: Barge owner wins
6 Rationale: to avoid negligence, keep up
with technological innovations - they set the
standard of care in the industry

What is the industry standard of care?
6
The HIPAA security rules were abstracted
from the defense establishment. The
abstraction is now being imposed on health
care.
6
So the industry frame of referenced is the
military-industrial complex.
NSA sets the rules
At its best, the security is awesome
Then there’s John Deutsch and Wen Ho Lee
(and many others)

Other Potential Civil Liability Ratcheting Duty of Care
Tort - Invasion of Privacy
Publication of Private Facts
False Light (akin to defamation )
Unauthorized commercial use
Tort - Defamation
Tort- Fraud
Statutory - Consumer Fraud
Contract - Breach of confidentiality clauses/policies
Qui Tam (whistleblower) suits

HIPAA Security Standards
HHS’s Security Standards must
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

be comprehensive
address all aspects of security in a
concerted fashion
be technology-neutral (technology
changes quickly)
be scaleable

ØSecurity rules’ “need to know” principle
meshes with privacy rules’ “minimum
necessary disclosure” principle

Standards - A Matrix
• Administrative Procedures
• Physical Safeguards
• Technical Security Services
(data Storage)
• Technical Security Mechanisms
(data transmission)

Administrative Procedures
• Certification (“as part of, and in support of,
the accreditation process”)
• Chain-of-trust partner agreement (now
called a business associate agreement under
both the security and the privacy rules)
• Contingency plan
• Formal mechanism for processing records
• Information access control
• Internal audit

Administrative Procedures
Internal audit. To enable the
organization to identify potential
security violations, an ongoing internal
audit process would be required, i.e., an
in-house review of the records of system
activity including logins, file accesses,
and security incidents, maintained by an
entity.

Administrative Procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personnel security
Security configuration management
Security incident procedures
Security management process
Termination procedures
Training

Administrative Procedures
Personnel security. To prevent
unnecessary or inadvertent access to secure
information, all personnel with access to
health information must be authorized to
access health information after receiving
appropriate clearances. This
Administrative Procedure has six (6)
required implementation features.

Administrative Procedures
Security incident procedures. To ensure
that security violations are reported and
handled promptly, organizations would
be required to implement accurate and
current security incident procedures.
This Administrative Procedure has two
(2) required implementation features.
**5th Amendment self-incrimination?

Administrative Procedures
Security management process. To ensure the
prevention, detection, containment, and
correction of security breaches, a process for
security management would be required. The
process would be required to include the
establishment of accountability, management
controls (policies and education), electronic
controls, physical security, and penalties for the
abuse and misuse of its assets (both physical
and electronic), and to include four (4)
implementation features.
**5th Amendment self-incrimination?

Security Breaches

Physical Security
ØAssigned Security Responsibility
ØMedia Controls (formal, documented
policies)
ØPhysical Access Controls
ØPolicy on Workstation Use
ØSecure Workstation Location
ØSecurity Awareness Training

Technical Security Services (Data at Rest)
• Access Control
Documented procedures for emergency
access
Text-, role-, or user-based access
Encryption optional
• Audit Controls
• Authorization Controls
• Data Authentication
Auto logoff
Unique user identifier for tracking
Biometric, password, or other personal
identifier

Technical Security Mechanisms (Data in Transit)
• For each organization that uses communications or
networks
• Protect communications containing health information that
are transmitted electronically over open networks, so that
they cannot be easily intercepted and interpreted
• Over open networks, some form or encryption required
– integrity controls
– message authentication
• Network controls
** abnormal condition alarm
** audit trail to facilitate a security audit
** irrefutable entity authentication
** event reporting for operational irregularities (selfreporting)

HIPAA Compliance Requires
Asymmetric Encryption
• No other practical way to meet the privacy and
security requirements
• HHS is fully aware the encryption will be necessary
• HHS may not be aware that
** “Covered entities” typically interconnect (cobble
together?) disparate systems from a
variety of
vendors
** “Covered entities” can’t buy an end-to-end
solution
** Adding an encryption layer (with all attendant
business process changes) will be difficult, timeconsuming, and expensive

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) Technology
Performs all these functions AUTOMATICALLY
Ø Must be engineered for the industry (“technically
mature”)
Ø E.g., financial industry
At the moment, it’s not engineered for health care
Ask system vendors - be alert for vaporware
Not much else….
“Currently there are not technically mature
techniques…[for] nonrepudiation in an open
network environment, in the absence of trusted
third parties, other than digital signature-based
techniques.”

Adding PKI Encryption to Medical Systems
• “Kluged” systems are tough enough to
operate without encryption
• Some legacy systems cannot be adapted to
encryption
• PKI engineering challenge: volume &
speed
** Experience: adding PKI = molasses
• No standard = no interoperability (a huge,
very real, impediment)
• Expense is high (e.g., $10-$15 per digital
certificate)

Caveats
Ø

Ø
Ø

Ø

Encryption can’t do the job alone
Ø Systems approach to implementation
Experience teaches that computer technology
projects are difficult to implement well
Most organizations are not used to living with
HIPAA’s level of security (e.g., constant access
control, entity authentication, and surveillance)
There’s a significant litigation potential and
substantial criminal jeopardy to individuals even
with PKI

Access is a Separate Set of Issues
6
How do you control who is really using the key
to which the digital certificate relates?
- Password alone fails the industry standard of
care
- Password (PIN) plus
Secure ID?
Smart Card?
Biometrics (eventual answer)
6
How do you pay to administer all this?
Industry experience: costs rise steeply well before
1,000 cards, tokens, or whatever

HIPAA Emergency Access
• “Glass-break”
• What’s the Procedure?
Civil and criminal liability?
HIPAA
Tort (state law - med mal)

HIPAA Final Privacy Rule Context
Good news: by and large, an improvement
– Implementing the Privacy Rule is doable

Relationship of Privacy to Security
– Security is the framework
– Privacy is implemented within that
framework
– Implementing some aspects of Privacy must
await release of the Final Security Rule
• A couple of months (March - May?)
• But we know enough about the Security Rule so
that there is no reason to wait, and every reason
to start

HIPAA Context
• Enforcement - litigation-operational perspective (e.g.,
malpractice)
• Civil penalties (42 USC §1320d-5) - HHS/ OCR
u
u

$100 each violation (transaction costs)
$25,000 annual limit for violating each “identical requirement or
prohibition” - could be a big number

• Criminal penalties (42 USC §1320d-6) - DOJ/ U.S.
Attorney
u
u
u

Knowingly - 1 year/ $50,000
False pretenses - 5 years/ $100,000
Malice, commercial advantage, personal gain - 10 years, $250,000

• Private law suits by patients
u
u
u

Easier because standard of care is so much higher
Statute trumps the regs: “any reasonably anticipated,” “ensure”
Best practices - what is “any reasonable”? References are security
processes and technology in defense (and in the financial) industry

HIPAA Context
Enforcement - litigation-operational perspective
u

u

Litigation is likely, so use these criteria:
u What new operating policies must we prepare?
u These policies are legal documents that will be of utmost
importance in litigation
u What records must we keep to
u Cooperate with HHS?
u Defend ourselves?
u How do these records requirements translate into audit
trails? (Complying with the Privacy and Security rules
demands automation.)
u Can our installed systems accommodate these audit trail
and related access requirements?

What are other elements of the end game?
u

u

Certification (all systems carrying PHI and their
interoperation)
Accreditation

HIPAA Final Privacy Rule
• De-identified health information - an option
u

Effect - remove info from ambit of the Privacy Rule

• Privacy rule (§164.514) tells you
u

u

What de-identified health information is:
u Does not identify an individual and
u No reasonable basis to believe could use to identify
individual (alone or in combination with other information)
How to create it!

• To de-identify PHI:
u

Prescribed checklist and methodology - remove:
u
u
u
u

u

Names; SSNs; med. Record, account, license, vehicle, etc. nos.,
Geocodes (zip codes unless <20,000)
URLs, email, telephone & fax numbers, other unique IDs
Biometric identifiers, full face photos & comparable images, etc.

Use a qualified statistician who determines “risk is very small”
u
u

Scientific methodology
Document methods and results

HIPAA Final Privacy Rule
Philosophy: Patient-Consumer:
u

u

u

u
u

u

u

Is entitled to notice
u Major exception is an emergency
Must expect that, within a medical care facility, PHI will be
shared to facilitate care, payment, business operations
Is entitled to expect that caregivers will be careful about how
PHI is used and disclosed
Has a right of access to PHI
Has a right to protest mistakes in PHI and have PHI corrected
or otherwise amended
Is entitled to control the use of PHI in certain circumstances:
u Research
u Fund raising
u Marketing
Should know that the government can get PHI for law
enforcement and health care oversight

HIPAA NOTICE
Basics
]
]

]

Explains the organization’s privacy policies
Complex rules for when and how (email,
mail, alternative addresses) notice is given
A covered entity may reserve the right to
change its privacy policy (§164.520(b)(1)(v)(C))
]
]
]

]

Must be explicit in the notice
Must explain how changes will be communicated
If not: a change can operate only prospectively
] Straightjacket - keeping track of different
regimes is costly and impractical
Therefore, in the notice, invariably reserve right to
change the policy

HIPAA NOTICE
Required Elements
u
u

No specified format, but Plain language
organized to serve needs of reader
u short sections
u clear and concise descriptions
u short sentences
u active voice
u use of “you” and other pronouns
u

u

u

Other than English (Title VI, 1964 Civil
Rights Act)?
Standard header

HIPAA NOTICE
STANDARD HEADER
THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW
MEDICAL INFORMATION
ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND
DISCLOSED AND HOW YOU
CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS
INFORMATION. PLEASE
REVIEW IT CAREFULLY.

HIPAA NOTICE
• Contents (§164.520(b))
– All uses and disclosures of patient’s PHI that
- without authorization - covered entity (plan
or provider) is
• Permitted to make and
• Required to make

– Covered entity’s (provider’s or plan’s)
policies with respect to these uses and
disclosures

• Categories of uses and disclosures for
notice purposes

HIPAA NOTICE
• Description, including at least one example, of covered
entity’s use and disclosure
• Detailed description of each other purpose for which
entity is permitted or required to use or disclose without
patient’s consent or authorization
• Any more stringent state law limits on use or disclosure
• Statement that other uses and disclosures will not be
made without the individual’s written authorization
– And that individual may revoke the authorization

• Separate statement if entity intends to engage in:
– Appointment reminders
– Communications about treatment alternatives or other healthrelated benefits
– Fund raising for the covered entity
– A health plan’s disclosing PHI to the plan sponsor

HIPAA NOTICE
Brief description of how the individual may exercise any
of these rights:
– To request restrictions on use of disclosure of PHI for
treatment, payment, health care operations (and that the entity
need not agree)
– To receive confidential communication of PHI
– To inspect and copy patient’s own PHI
– To amend patient’s own PHI
– To receive an accounting of disclosures of PHI other than for
treatment, payment, and health care operations
– To obtain a paper copy of the notice
– To complain to the entity and to the Secretary of HHS
• Brief description of how
• Statement that there will be no retaliation

– Contact (name or title, telephone number)

Web site? Then notice must be displayed prominently.

HIPAA Definitions - Kinds of PHI
1Consent

required (§164.506)
1Authorization required (§164.508)
1No consent or authorization required,
but patient must have chance to agree or
object (§164.510)
1No consent or authorization required,
and patient need not have chance to agree
or object (§164.512)

HIPAA Concepts
(from context of rules, not specific definitions)

Authorization

Consent
( More

general
( Relatively less rigorous
protection for patient’s
PHI
( Covers

( More

specific
( Relatively more
rigorous protection for
patient’s PHI
( Usually not for

( Treatment

( Treatment

( Payment

( Payment

( Health

( Health

( Relates

Care Operations

to notice
requirements

( Covers

Care Operations

optional items

( Research
( Marketing/

( Relates

fundraising

to notice
requirements

Kinds of PHI - Consent Required
§164.506 - for treatment, payment, health care operations
Exceptions for 2 types of providers:
ÖIndirect treatment relationship (i.e., consultative, lab, radiology
services)
ÖIndirect treatment provider may in some cases elect to seek consent
ÖBut then it is bound by patient’s refusal (think before you ask!)

ÖTreatment of inmates of a correctional institution

Exceptions for 3 types of treatment situations (must document
the elements):
ÖEmergencies (attempt to obtain as soon as practicable later)
ÖRequired by law to treat and consent is refused
ÖSubstantial barriers to communication - consent clearly inferred
from circumstances using professional judgment

If no consent ÖProvider may refuse to treat (unless law mandates treatment exception then applies as described above)
ÖHealth plan may refuse to enroll (during enrollment process only)

Kinds of PHI - Consent Required
§164.506 - for treatment, payment, health care operations
If consent revoked in writing, which a patient has a right to
do, then, upon receipt of the revocation:
ÖProvider must stop using and disclosing PHI, except to the extent
that the covered entity has taken action in reliance on the
consent (what does this mean?)
ÖProvider may refuse to continue to treat
ÖHealth plan may disenroll the individual (assuming the consent
was sought in conjunction with the individual’s enrollment)
ÖEthical and malpractice problems?

If conflict with an authorization or other written permission:
ÖCovered entity must follow the most restrictive document
ÖMay ask patient for new consent or communicate with patient
ÖIf oral communication, covered entity must
ÖDocument the patient’s preference
ÖAct in accordance with the preference

Kinds of PHI - Consent Required
• §164.506 - Combination rules
• Consent may not be combined in a single document
with the covered entity’s notice of privacy practices
(which we covered earlier)
• Consent may be combined with other types of written
legal permission other than an authorization (e.g.,
informed consent, consent to assignment of benefits,
narrow consent under state law to share HIV/AIDS
information) if:
– Each is visually and organizationally separate
– Each is separately signed and dated

• Consent may be combined with an authorization when
– Research includes treatment
– Some of patient’s treatment is research-related and some is not

Kinds of PHI - Consent Required
(§164.506 (f))
Joint consents for organized health care arrangements
– Clinical or operational integration among legally separate
covered entities
– Various listed arrangements (e.g., hospital, group health plan)
- key is patient’s expectation of integration and joint
management
• Advertising - holding out to public of the joint operation
– If develop a joint notice, than can use a joint consent
– Effect - patient consents to use and disclosure of PHI by each
covered entity for treatment, payment, health care operations
– The consent must identify the covered entities with
“reasonable specificity”
– If a joint consent is revoked, the covered entity that receives it
must inform the other affected entities “as soon as practicable”

Content of Consent
• Plain language
• Refer patient to the covered entity’s notice; state that the
individual has the right to review the notice before signing
the consent
• A statement that the covered entity has reserved the right
to change its privacy practices
– How the entity’s notice may change
– How the patient can get revised notices

• Statement that the patient may ask for restrictions on how
PHI is used or disclosed
– Covered entity need not agree to the restrictions
– If the covered entity agrees, then the restrictions are binding

• Statement that the patient may revoke consent in writing,
except to extent that the entity has relied on the consent
• Signed and dated by the patient

Kinds of PHI - Authorization Required
(§164.508)
Use an authorization for
u
u

All uses and disclosures of PHI that are
Not otherwise permitted or required under the Privacy Rule

Psychotherapy notes
u
u

u

Exception to general rule that treatment is covered by a consent
A provider needs an authorization to use or disclose psychotherapy
notes for treatment except for use
u By the originator of the notes for treatment
u In training programs (individual, joint, group, family
counseling)
u To defend a legal action or proceeding brought by the patient
u Required for oversight of the originator
Cannot combine an authorization for use or disclosure of
psychotherapy notes with any other authorization

Kinds of PHI - Authorization Required
(§164.508)
Other authorizations can be combined except when the
covered entity conditions treatment, payment,
enrollment, or other benefits on one of the
authorizations
Authorizations with conditions ok for:
u Research-related treatment
u Health plan enrollment or eligibility for benefits
(determinations, underwriting, risk rating)
u Payment

Kinds of PHI - Authorization Required
Authorizations - form and content requirements
] Core elements
] Specific, meaningful description of PHI
] Names or specific identification of persons (or classes of
persons) who will use or disclose PHI
] Expiration date or event
] Statement that individual may revoke
] Warning that PHI’s redisclosure may be unprotected
] Signature of individual and date

] Reasons for invalidity
] Expiration date or event has passed
] Not completely filled out - missing element
] Entity knows revoked in fact
] Entity knows material information is false
] Improper compound authorization

Kinds of PHI - Authorization Required
Authorizations - additional form and content
requirements when for covered entity’s own
use or disclosure
¯ Statement that covered entity will not condition
treatment, payment, enrollment in health plan, or
eligibility of benefits on receiving the authorization
¯ Description of each purpose of the use or disclosure
¯ Statement that patient may inspect and copy the PHI
¯ Statement that patient may refuse to sign the
authorization
¯ If use or disclosure will result in direct or indirect
remuneration to the covered entity from a third party,
a statement to that effect

Kinds of PHI - No Consent or Authorization Required, but
Patient Must Have Chance to Agree or Object
(§164.510) Uses are
– Directory information
• Name, location in facility, condition in general terms (no specific
medical information); religious affiliation
• Disclose to people who ask for the patient by name, and to clergy

– To next-of-kin or another person involved in the patient’s care
– Covered entity must inform patient of right to object and to restrict
information (when practicable or as early as practicable)

• Different rules if individual is present or not, or lacks
capacity, or in emergency circumstances
– Professional judgment, experience, common practice
– Disclosure to family, other relatives, close personal friends,
personal representative

• Disaster relief - use and disclosure to public or private
agency authorized by law or charter to assist in relief
efforts

Kinds of PHI - No Consent or Authorization
Required, and Patient Need Not Have Chance to
Agree or Object
• “National priority” uses and disclosures - complex
rules
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Public health
Reporting of abuse, neglect, domestic violence
Health oversight activities
Judicial and administrative proceedings
Law enforcement
Decedents; cadaveric donation
Serious threats to health or safety
National security; protective services

• Covered entity has discretion to disclose for these
purposes
– However, nothing in rule allows covered entity to refuse or
restrict a disclosure mandated by law

Minimum Necessary Rule
• (§164.514) Presumption: not generally applicable in
treatment settings. Otherwise, a covered entity must limit
requests for PHI to the minimum necessary
• Routine and recurring disclosures of PHI
– Covered entity must develop policies and procedures (may be
standard protocols)
– To limit PHI to the minimum amount reasonably necessary to
achieve purpose of the disclosure

• All other requests for disclosures of PHI
– Covered entity must develop criteria & review individually
– Same requirement for policies, procedures, protocols
– To limit PHI to the minimum amount reasonably necessary to
achieve purpose of the disclosure
– Applies to request from workforce professional or business
associate who represents that request is for minimum necessary
PHI
– Request for entire medical record requires specific justification

Marketing and Fundraising
(§164.514 (e))
Definition: Communication (“to make a
communication”) about a product or service, a purpose
of which is to encourage purchase or use.
Covered entity does not need authorization to use PHI for
marketing when it observes these procedures
– Face-to-face encounter:
– Products or services of nominal value; or
– Concerns health-related products and services of the covered
entity or a third party, and
• Allows patient to opt out of future communications; and
• Entity determines that the communication may be
beneficial to health of type or class targeted

– Communication includes required elements, such as
statement regarding direct or indirect remuneration

Marketing and Fundraising
(§164.514 (f))
Covered entity, without authorization, may
use or disclose to business associate or
institutionally related foundation certain
PHI for fund raising for its own benefit
– Demographic information relating to an
individual
– Dates of care provided to an individual
– Must include information on how individual
can opt out and “make reasonable efforts to
ensure” that opt-outs are effective

Business Associate Agreements
Business Associate (§160.103) - A person
or entity who, on behalf of a covered
entity, and not as a member of the
entity’s workforce, performs or assists in
the performance of a function or activity
involving individually identifiable health
information (includes, e.g., data analysis,
quality assurance, utilization review,
claims processing), or legal, accounting,
actuarial, consulting, data aggregation,
management, administrative,
accreditation, or financial services.

Business Associate Agreements
Useful definitions and concepts
• Workforce: employees, volunteers,
trainees, other persons (including in
many cases independent contractors)
• A covered entity may be a business
associate of another covered entity.
• Trading partner agreement - an
agreement relating to the exchange of
information in electronic transactions
(EDI). Can be a BAA.

Business Associate Agreements
Useful definitions and concepts (continued)
• Hybrid entity: a covered entity that is a single
legal entity and whose covered functions are not
its primary functions (must protect PHI in covered
functions).
• Common control: the power, direct or indirect,
significantly to influence or direct another entity’s
actions or policies.
• Common ownership: an ownership or equity
interest of 5% or more.
– Note: legally separate covered entities may
designate themselves as a single affiliated covered
entity if all are under common ownership or control

Business Associate Agreements
BAA between covered entity and BA must:
• Establish permitted uses and disclosures
– Can’t go beyond what the covered entity can
do with PHI
– Can authorize use and disclosure for the
proper management and administration of
the BA
– Can authorize data aggregation services
(combining with data from another covered
entity)

Business Associate Agreements
BAA between covered entity and BA must
require that the BA:
• Not use or further disclose the PHI other
than as
– Permitted in the BAA or
– As required by law

• Use appropriate security safeguards
• Report any improper use or disclosure of
which it becomes aware to the covered
entity

Business Associate Agreements
BAA between covered entity and BA must
require that the BA:
• “Ensure” its agents (including subcontractors)
agree to same restrictions as in the BAA
• Make PHI available to patients who request it
• Make PHI available to patients to amend and
incorporate changes
• Make available an accounting of PHI
disclosures
• Make available to HHS its internal practices
and books relating to use and disclosure of PHI
• Destroy PHI upon BAA’s termination

Business Associate Agreements
• The covered entity must enforce the BAA
(§164.504(e)):
• Covered entity is not in compliance if:
–
–
–
–

knew of
pattern or practice (what about a single violation?) of
material breach or violation (difference ?)
UNLESS
• Covered entity takes reasonable steps to
– cure breach or
– end violation or
• If those steps are unsuccessful
– terminates the BAA, or
– if termination is infeasible, reports problem to
HHS

Business Associate Agreements
Consider impact of other laws
ð Gramm-Leach-Bliley (financial privacy)
ð
ð

Implementing federal regulations - 7 agencies
Implementing state statutes and regulations
ð

ð
ð
ð
ð
ð

NAIC model regulation

ESign
UCC Article 4A (EDI)
UETA
UCITA
EU Privacy Directive and U.S. Safe Harbor

Accessing and Amending PHI
(§164.524)

• Patient has a right of access except for
– Psychotherapy notes
– Material compiled in anticipation of litigation

• Time limit: generally 30 days, can be extended
to 60 under defined circumstances
• Entity can deny access request for
– Excepted categories
– PHI of inmate, where there is danger
– Certain research situations where patient agreed to
the denial in the consent
– Entity obtained the PHI from a confidential source

Accessing and Amending PHI
(§164.524)
Entity can deny access request by individual or personal
representative, subject to review as follows:
– Reasonable likelihood of danger to
•
•
•
•

Life or physical safety of
The patient or another person
As determined by licensed health professional using
Professional judgment

– PHI makes reference to another person and
• Reasonably likely to cause substantial harm to that other
person
• As determined by licensed health professional using
• Professional judgment

– Patient may request review by entity’s review official
(who did not participate in the original denial decision)
• Transaction costs? Legal duties of care?

Accessing and Amending PHI
(§164.526)
Individual has right to have covered entity amend PHI in
the designated record set
– Covered entity can deny amendment if
• It was not originator of the PHI and there is reasonable
basis to believe that the originator is not longer available to
act
• PHI is not part of the designated record set
• PHI would not be available for inspection under Privacy
Rule
• PHI is accurate and complete

– Covered entity can require patient to request
amendment in writing and specify reason
– Covered entity must agree or refuse within specified
time limit, and inform the patient of decision and
reason

Accessing and Amending PHI
(§164.526)
Individual has right to disagree with covered entity’s decision
to refuse to amend PHI in the designated record set
– Patient may demand that covered entity include
patient’s request for amendment and entity’s denial in
any future disclosure of the PHI
– Covered entity must permit patient to submit statement
of disagreement
•
•
•
•

Covered entity may reasonably limit length of statement
Covered entity may prepare rebuttal and furnish copy to patient
Covered entity must document all this in designated record set
Covered entity must include all this in future disclosure of PHI,
if patient so requests

– Transaction costs? Policy and business process
choices?

Administrative Requirements
(§164.528)
Patient has right to accounting of covered entity’s
disclosures of PHI for last 6 years (some exceptions,
e.g., national security, law enforcement)
(§164.530)
Various administrative requirements
u Designate privacy official and contact person or office
u Training for each member of covered entity’s
workforce
u
u

u

Initial
Whenever a material change

Appropriate administrative, technical, physical
safeguards (security rule)

Administrative Requirements
Various administrative requirements (continued)
u Document all complaints received
u Apply sanctions to members of workforce who fail to
comply (how stringent?)
u Mitigate any harmful effects of violations to extent
practicable (extent of this obligations?)
u Refrain from intimidating or retaliatory acts
u Implement appropriate policies and procedures
u “Reasonably designed. . .to ensure compliance,” taking
into account covered entity’s
u Size
u Type of activities
u Note: “This standard is not to be construed to
permit or excuse an action that violates any other. . .
requirement. . . .”

Privacy in the Security Context
The Privacy Rule must be integrated into
security procedures that are
vComprehensive and effective
vAddress all aspects of privacy and security in a
concerted fashion
vLog or otherwise retain the audit trail
information so that it can be
vRetrieved quickly and inexpensively
vWhen feasible, screened to trigger a notice or alarm
in time to prevent a mistake or intrusion
vReviewed on a regular schedule (at least daily) to
identity and correct mistakes not caught earlier

Medical Record Privacy - Politics
Impetus: mainly e-commerce abuses
Congressional Privacy Caucus (Sens.
Bryan & Shelby, Reps. Barton &
Markey)
4 Principles:
Notice
Access & correction
Consent
Non-preemption (federal floor)

Initial Steps in Implementing HIPAA Security
6 Initial analysis of gap between enterprise’s
6 Present level of security
6 Where you need to get
6 How do you know where you need to get, i.e., the level
of security you need?
6 Fundamentally a legal question, with these
elements:
6 HIPAA statute
6 Regulations: the security matrix
6 State of art in the [defense/ financial] industry
6 Encryption - PKI
6 Access controls - biometrics
6 Process controls
6 Constant surveillance

Implementing What HIPAA
Requires

Personnel Security

Biometrics

HIPAA Security - Mandatory Choices
Functions to be secured
+

Access
Physical & personnel security (e.g., nurses’
stations, ICUs)
passwords +?
biometrics?
+ Transmission
PKI
+ Storage
PKI? (Of course)

HIPAA Security - Mandatory Choices
• All clinical systems
• External and internal email (remember, the
greatest threat is internal)
• Any communications systems carrying PHI (at
any time)
External email/Internet
Physician consults
Communications with patients
Communications with payors
Communications with regulatory authorities

Enterprise Compliance Plan for
Information Security
Achieving a reasonable level of security is a
multifaceted task
+ Initial and on-going threat assessment (outside
experts)
+ Computer security
+ Communications security
+ Physical security: access to premises,
equipment, people, data
+ Personnel security
+ Procedural (business process) security
Note: investment compared to the level of security
achieved is not a linear relationship!

Enterprise Compliance Plan
• Not simply an IT project
• Not only a compliance project
• Requires a team with leadership from the
highest level of the enterprise, because
[1] the cultural and business process
changes will have a pervasive impact,
[2] they will cost a great deal, and
[3] they carry the very real potential for
an adverse impact on the delivery of care
and on research

Will the national security model
interfere with delivery of health care?
• Sheer cost
** The

cost-benefit analysis is highly politicized

** E.g., the congressional privacy caucus; pending
legislative proposals
** An unfunded mandate

• Business process change in the clinical setting regime of surveillance and jeopardy
• Worries about impact on patient care, research,
teaching, and the ethic of medicine
• Seeking legislative relief is inevitable

For the Moment
• Continue “gap analysis” on a more
comprehensive scale
• Inventory present practices (e.g., Internet
consults)
• All IS, clinical, business system purchases
** HIPAA design considerations
** HIPAA contract language regarding future
compliance (time frame), termination rights,
change management (security - required
item)

Criminal Law - Federal
Sentencing/Prosecution Guidelines
Structured approached - covers organizations
Why here? Because HIPAA violations can be
criminal.
Some definitions from Sentencing Guidelines:
“High-level personnel of the organization”
“Substantial authority personnel”
“Condoned”
“Effective program to prevent and detect violations
of law”
“Willfully ignorant of the offense”

“Effective program to prevent and
detect violations of law”
• Establish compliance standards
• High-level personnel must have been assigned overall
responsibility
• Due care not to delegate substantial discretionary
authority to those with propensity for illegal activity
• Effective communication of standards
• Reasonable steps to achieve compliance with standards
• Standards consistently enforced through appropriate
disciplinary mechanisms
• All reasonable steps to respond once an offense is
detected (including preventing further similar offenses)

Federal Sentencing
Guidelines

Note the top-down risk

Next Steps
• Preserve attorney-client, work product privileges
• Make policy elections (e.g., single covered entity?)
• Begin drafting security and privacy policies (legal as
well as operational documents)
• Contemplate training
• Consider impact of other laws (GLB, UCC 4A, ESign,
UETA, UCITA, EU Safe Harbor)
• Factor into E-commerce plans
• Include in vendor negotiations and all procurements
• Assess budget impact

Selected Privacy Questions Awaiting the
Final Security Rule
• How much detail, and about what, will be
required for audit trails?
• What are the requirements for certification
and accreditation of privacy and security
policies and practices?
• How much self-reporting of violations will be
required, and to whom?
• Now that PHI includes oral communications,
will we have to encrypt voice channels (i.e.,
telephone systems), or will there be an
exception for telephone communications in the
Security Rule?

